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A2iA Named Among the KMWorld 100 Companies that Matter
in Knowledge Management for the Third Consecutive Year
A2iA honored for its development of innovative solutions that solve complex business issues.
NEW YORK, February 23, 2010 – A2iA, the worldwide leading developer of handwritten and
machine printed text recognition, information extraction and intelligent classification of paper
documents, announced today that KMWorld named A2iA among the 100 Companies that Matter in
Knowledge Management for 2010. This marks the third consecutive year that KM practitioners,
theorists, analysts, vendors and their customers and colleagues have voted A2iA to this list for
developing innovative solutions that solve complex business issues.
"In today’s knowledge economy, A2iA does more than simply throw sophisticated technology at its
customers, it provides real solutions through inspired planning and execution throughout the entire
constituency chain," says Hugh McKellar KMWorld editor in chief.
Since its founding in 1991, A2iA has dedicated itself to developing tools that extract data from
handwritten and unstructured documents, making previously inaccessible information available to
data management organizations and solution providers. Today, A2iA’s award-winning technology
helps digitize handwritten information and classify complex documents in paper-intensive
industries such as healthcare, insurance, banking and finance, government, telecommunications, and
mailrooms.
About KMWorld
The leading information provider serving the Knowledge, Document and Content Management
systems market, KMWorld informs more than 45,000 subscribers about the components and
processes - and subsequent success stories – that together offer solutions for improving business
performance. KMWorld is a publishing unit of Information Today, Inc.
About A2iA
A2iA, Artificial Intelligence and Image Analysis, is a software company that operates one of the
world’s largest research centers focusing on ways to extract information from everyday paper
documents that contain handwritten information. A2iA’s Document Classification, OCR, ICR and
IWR technologies have been reducing data-entry costs and improving business process automation
for nearly 20 years. A2iA recognition engines are used to enhance the forms-processing,
transaction-processing, content management, document management, and knowledge management
systems from leading vendors. For more information, visit www.a2ia.com.

